FC026 Quality Control Final Audit
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Objectives:
To ensure that:
Final Audit work to undertake and the precise scope of work is product specific
and detailed in the product specification.
The spec check score is used in conjunction with an appreciation of the specifics
to determine the scope of the FA work.
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If it is determined that Final Audit work is required the actual work to be
undertaken needs to be decided and recorded in the Specicaction as do the
quantities to FA.
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Specific Final Audit work may be necessary to comply with the customer's specific
requirements.

Determine item to audit by selecting which job cards require final auditing. Work
should be selected based on:
- the number of production hours that have elapsed since the last audit of the job
card or, if there are no FA’s, the number of production hours since the first off
was submitted and
- % of job card completeness.

•

FA work to be undertaken is properly determined and clearly recorded in the PDMS taking into account the specific
requirements and risks associated with the manufacture of the product and the product specification.

•

Final Audit work is properly undertaken consistent with requirements to the required standard.

•

The timeliness of FA is monitored and is a KPI.

•

Any issues found during the final audit work are properly recorded, communicated, contained, resolved and used.

•

The PDMS properly and accurately details and reflects all specific inspection requirements

•

The FA requirements for any given product are regularly reviewed and updated as appropriate.
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Undertake final audit as specified in training document and on final audit system.
Unaudited product should be sequenced according to time of manufacture (FIFO)
and grouped in to quarters. Product audited should be from the middle of each
quartered group. If these groups are more than 6 hours apart, split into further
groups to give a maximum interval of 6 hours
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Close manually
completed F.A work.

Record Pass.
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